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Abstract - The people using internet has become so extensive across different sectors in day to day life. Security is the
important feature different across the platform and mobile applications we use. The important aspect in the sectors is usage
of the data having significant role in identifying the user preferences in using the data for video, text and games etc. Due to
the large volume of data consumed by the customers is high it‟s difficult for user to identify the identification of the pattern
of data that is stored by the remote servers .The advertisements and the thumbnails that come across as your search relates
can be seen. This understanding by the service providers or the sites that we visit store our preferences in choosing the
content matters .Mostly people chooses the video content for news, entertainment .The people also uses camera for home
security and even for live streaming personal mobile cameras used. These all uses huge amount of data. The information loss
during the communication between the devices through internet there is a lack of features which even cannot be controlled
by the protection software‟s. To avoid all leaky information from the transfer of data technique called visual cryptography is
used. In this survey, present an overview of the characteristics, security threats and major security challenges. The
contribution of the survey will lead to understand the visual cryptography and security facets of it. The various techniques
existing in the visual cryptography will help to figure out the improvement of cryptographic technique in various years.
Some identified areas of security which can also affect our day to day life which give motive to find new ways of security
mechanism.
Keywords - Internet, Visual Cryptography, Information Loss

to respond newly invented weakness by giving new
patches and changes to the network configuration or
utilizing resources to reduce the risk from attacks.
Side-channel attacks gain technical information in the
form
power differential analysis and black-box
attacks. The cases in the side-channel include cache
attack, timing attack, power-monitoring attack and
differential attack analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
The network is collection of interconnected devices.
The network has been secured for large number of
devices .There are different type of attacks which is
happening in computer networks. The activity of
hackers in to gain huge amount of information in
multimedia data would generate a major concern for
security. The multimedia applications created by the
users find more vulnerable to different attacks. The
major part of the idea is encryption of the large
number of image shares. These attacks used efficient
and secure way to break in to a system. While
understanding the side channel attack by leaking
information, the attacker can infer the activities based
on size of the data of an encrypted video stream. The
video market is expected to reach dollar 45 billion by
2020. Saving the bandwidth and space for storage a
encoder removes spatial redundancy .Difference
coding causes significant side-channel information
leakage. Some of activities increase the storage
space and increase the size of the traffic data. The
visual cryptography increases the safety of the image
in a huge way it help to store in a very important way
it decreases the storage space of the data and
increases the transmission of the data in a huge
manner. Big Organizations wants strong security
devices for analyzing the vulnerabilities in their
networks. But with big scale networks and managing
their complex configurations technically difficult.

II. TYPE OF SECURITY ATTACKS
In security attacks there are two type of attacks which
are passive and active attacks. Passive attack means it
make use of information without any need of
algorithm. They learn the information but don‟t
change the device operations. The main feature of
passive attack is to monitor the operations. It just
wants the information which is transferred. Release of
message content and analysis of traffic which are
types in passive attacks. Sensitive information
collected through mail or talking through
communication devices. The information received
through email can identify by observing the pattern in
which the length of messages and location of receiver
or sender even though a message is encrypted. These
types of attack are very difficult to track. But in
active attack they change the operation of system .In
the active attack there is alteration of the data by
generating false data into the data stream. The active
attack is divided into four types masquerade,
modification, replay and denial of service.
In masquerade attack it pretends to be a person who is
an attacker trying to send a message to the receiver

The network has to be changed with configuration
change in other networks. The network admin wants
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which thinks its from original source or sender.This is
done by capturing the privileges own by sender for
obtaining more privileges by masquerading it has the
same privileges. The modification of the information
is altered. This is delayed to generate wrong
exchange of message. The attacker will change a
small part of the information during this delay and
send to the receiver. In the replay attack the capture
of message from sender to receiver where later replay
message to receiver side.denial of service where it
will prevent from communication services. This is
denial of a service in a network. They are done for
performance degrading. This can be targeted to any
of the services this can be mostly seen when offers
are made by particular website selling during festive
seasons or launching of product for flash sales.
The passive attacks which are difficult to trace in the
ways it procure the essential data from large network.
The information which is transmitted through the
network is large. The attacker can analyze different
information by the pattern of the information passed
across the network. Side-channel attack is a passive
attack where information is gathered from system
without algorithm which is implemented in the
system itself.
A timing attack watches the movement of the data in
and out of data of the CPU or memory on the
hardware running the cryptosystem or algorithm
simply by observing variations in how it takes to
perform cryptographic operations. It might be
possible determine the secret key. Such attacks
involve statically analysis of timing measurements
and have been demonstrated across the networks. In
order to increase the confidentiality and privacy of
the image share an encryption algorithm is used.
Digital knowledge can be understood in different
ways. It can be text, video, audio etc.
Private video can be transmitted and can be used for
storage purpose easily. But due to the growth of
information age security and the issue in privacy is
very important. An authorized can login to account
for his private data which is very sensitive. The
answer to above problem is by encrypting the video
to protect from an unauthorized access. The traffic in
network during video streaming which has a pattern
develops a threat of privacy of user. The network
have huge amount of traffic due to the amount of data
people use is very huge. Variable bit rate encoding
used for balancing the video bit rate
same. Video segments, its content and quality levels
help the attacker to eavesdrop the traffic within a
span of 3 minutes with a accuracy of 90 percent.. The
quality level of video segment for playback, the
pattern that is emerged helps for identification of
videos. These mechanisms are seen in DASH which
targets segment size variation of Variable bit rate and
a particular traffic pattern. the identification of video
in the traffic during video streaming without any
change to video client and server. The differential
bitrate based feature extraction for generating stable

video features. The video finger prints and stream
features are concatenated together for derive video
identity by designing a partial matching method. The
privacy of PC is challenged nowadays. There are two
type of attacks passive an active attacks. The passive
attack happens by eavesdrop of traffic from network
side without direct contact with the device. The sidechannel information of an encrypted traffic is used to
collect the information about communications. This
can be used for studying hugely for understanding the
video streaming and web browsing etc. The research
is mainly conducted on web traffic for its problems.
Webpage can be monitored by the other people who
can gain the personal information of user. It can be
video information or text information mostly people
prefer for storing theirinformation. So some
webpages have to hide some information to get away
from eavesdroppers. The side-channel attacks on
encrypted data, mixed with the selective sections of
web apps are becoming a threat for privacy of user
data processed by applications which is highly
confidential and sensitive. Side channel is cl assified
into two different categories of profiled and nonprofiled where in profile phase a testing device which
allows featuring the physical leakage and making an
exact leakage model and non-profiled where attack is
against a same target device to do a secret key
extraction. Non-profile side channel attack includes
differential power analysis, correlation power
analysis variance ratio. Profile side channel attacks
have stochastic approach and template attacks.
Existing side channel attacks use an ideal measure
environment with a mechanism to trigger the source
code to get access to the target device. However this
is not applicable to all real time events. Side channel
data leakage in network studied vastly for more than
a decade in the reference of
cryptographic
protocols and encrypted voice over internet protocol.
Side-channel attacks have been there during the era of
smart cards. Big Organizations wants strong security
devices for analyzing the vulnerabilities in their
networks. But with big scale networks and managing
their complex configurations technically difficult.
The network has to be changed with configuration
change in other networks. The network admin wants
to respond newly invented weakness by giving new
patches and changes to the network configuration or
utilizing resources to reduce the risk from attacks.
The basic knowledge of visual secret sharing made
for sharing visual information in the network. While
other normal encryption or decryption processes,
Visual secret sharing scheme has the advantage of
make use of human visual system to decrypt the
secret images without any complex mathematical
computations. In this scheme, the encrypted image is
split into m random shares. Then joining at least k
shares to recover the original image. There is lot of
research done in binary, grey-scale or color images.
Since we used color and grey-scale image for hiding
an information similar techniques are also used to
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hide image related to grey and color scale images.
Most of the methods view on focusing to hide the
information. Other than hiding, there is a method in
which can restore the real image after reversing the
hidden data for applications related to medical field
and also geostrategic terrain images. These images
must be highly secure and safe while sending to a
specific person. Some uses a encryption method for
securing the secret image with conventional
encryption methods. The security depends whether
the key generation algorithm is able to withstand a
cryptanalysis or methods used to crack the key in
possible ways. The image which is made into
different shares using visual cryptography techniques
and encrypting with a key is more secure.

Each pixel into a set of m black pixels white sub
pixels in each of n shares for n-participants. When
m=2 and n=2 its 2 out 2 scheme. To read all this
images shares are stacked together. The result is
reconstructed images of the secret image. But this
image also contains noises. The display quality is
affected by blackness and contrast value. Based on
the degree of blackness there is deterministic model
and
probabilistic
model.
The
(n,n)visual
cryptographic schemes

III. VISUAL CRYPTOGRAPHY
Visual cryptography which was introduced by
Shamir, Naor in 1995 is the technique based on
human visual system. In this technique the encrypted
data which is done by dividing the shares is decrypted
by human eye. The complex structure of
mathematical algorithms is not required in encryption
and decryption. The images shares are encrypted into
differentnumber of images. When the images are
stacked together to match the sub pixels among the
images. The implementation of this scheme is 2
shares. The shares uses exclusive xor operations .This
scheme is extended into k out of n shares where less
than k shares are needed .k<=n. Naor and Shamir
used for only black and white images. After some
years Verheaul and Tilborg developed a scheme for
colored images. They use random shares to cover the
secret images but the quality of images recovered is
poor. When the cryptanalysis of the image shares are
considered if attackers are able to gain all the shares
only then recovering of original image share can be
done.
Fig.2 :k out of n visual cryptography

falls in first category and k,n visual cryptographic
scheme in the later one. Researchers invented new
visual cryptography techniques for gray scale and
colored images. If The improvement of quality of
images is limited in terms of development of VC
algorithm where human eyes can perceive the image
is not linked with the metrics used for quality
measurement. There are researches where gray scale
secret image is half toned by a quantizer of different
level to generate binary images called halftone image
and a threshold image. So different size invariant
visual cryptography algorithms will be tested to the
binary images these categories engulf the existing
algorithms. In other category the intensity of block is
quantized at various levels which turn represented by
different patterns of binary images to accurate the
local intensity. The secret images are encrypted into
shares which can be considered as an analysis step for

Fig.1: 2-out of 2 visual cryptography

In the above figure the representation of a secret
image is made into shares in visual cryptography. The
stacked image was obtained as a result of
xoroperation .
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reconstructing the target image which is called
synthesis step where image shares are binded .The
target image in AbS process is pass on to analysis
process where the pixel difference between target
image and gray scale secret block is familiar to the
encryption process.
Pixel

Probability

White
Pixel

0.5

Stacking of shares

we get different components of colors. The different
colors which we get by mixing will add up the
brightness of light. The compound color produces
colors where more brightness is produced. The screen
of computer is additive system. The other colors we
see is combinations of primary colors. If we paint a
wall with green color it will emit and blue color will
absorb colors during natural sunlight.
While using computer the software‟s are of provided
with image processing software‟s. The operating
system are inbuilt itself with RGB color model. Here
the screen of computer is output. The human retina
identifies the RGB colors.
RGB color represents 0 to 255 color bits. Its 8 color
bit each.
(0,0,0) represent black and (1,1,1) represent white. In
Visual cryptography the using of shares we can
makes the relationship between the complementary
colors (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow) which are in the
subtractive model. This visual cryptography can be
identified using half
tone and grey color visual cryptography methods. The
original image pixels and these are RGB pixel
measures. Every pixel in the image is enhanced as
shares. The shares of RGB image shares having RGB
color components which are separated and also
depend on the color image. The encryption of image
is decided how much of shares are need to be
generated.

Pixels

0.5

Black
pixels

0.5

0.5
Fig.3: (2,2 )scheme with 2 sub pixel stack

gray scale secret block is familiar to the encryption
process. So the half toning method in encryption
process can make changes to less the difference
between the target image and secret block. i.e. the
error between the original image and target image.
Here in the above scheme m = 2 and n=2 so its called
(2,2) scheme. The secret sharing expands the one
pixel into several sub pixels. The recovered image is
not the same exactly with the original one and makes
it as noisy images.

The random grid based visual sharing scheme which
help deal with general access structure and visual
quality of reconstructed image .This paper proposes
the security of proposed scheme and using
generalized random visual secret sharing scheme
quality of image in different situations. Analyzing
the contrast of light in image in detail. They finally
prove proposed method where optimal light contrast
is minimal. The second part was proving the
efficiency in the construction of the image without
loss in quality. Here the image quality of
reconstructed image are compared with Wu and
Sun‟s scheme

When a pixel is black it choose two combinations.
The two binded pixels become blacks. When binding
white pixels in secret image are half-black and half
white.The contrast of reconstructed image degraded
by half percentage because degradation happened
during the visual cryptography technique. The color
images used by media are different. The contrast of
pixels and the light colors usage. The gray level in
images depends on the density of dark pixels. The
way of using density of pixels needed is set to be
scattered and those of dark areas are more and made
gray level to half tone image. The human eye can see
only concentrated region in the image.
Two models are used in color models. First additive
model and subtractive models. In additive model Red,
Green, Blue which is primary colors where colors are
mixed to get composite colors. When all colors are
mixed with equal wavelength (Red Green and Blue)
obtain white color. Modulate the color Red, Green so

In extended visual cryptography scheme a color
images which was introduced by Droste. In a work
for sharing a color images two extended visual
cryptography was proposed. A 3 meaningful shares
are proposed where it contains R,G ,B components of
extended image. These three shares required for
recovering original image and second method was
two shares required for recover secret images. The
components RG GB and RB contains secret image.
The proposed method is made meaningful for
increasing security where a cover image is also added
with shares. The proposed technique in this paper is
lossless in nature. The dimensions of cover images
and of secret image and reconstructed images are
same.
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The progressive visual cryptography by stacking
more image shares. The original image can be
recovered only when more shares are binded together
progressively. Here if we shadow images are binded
together secret image cannot be identified which can
be a security advantage in case of constructed
threshold visual cryptography.
In multiple image visual cryptography, when image
shares are produced in correlative matrices which is
used to encode the binary secret images where each
pixel corresponds to block and each block extended
to form n x n pixels.

Fig.4: Extended Visual Cryptography for color images
Fig.5:4 Different patterns of secret sharing

The 3,3 EVCT and 2,3 EVCT are the two techniques
to share color image. Here RGB image which is 24
bit made into 8-bit R G B components share using
color decomposition. These are binded with the cover
images to make them meaningful. These image shares
are send to the communication medium. Every share
contains 2 out of 3 components. RG, GB and RB
share are created other than R, G,B shares. Hence 2,3
EVCT can produce original image. Error diffusion
technique is used for high quality of visual data. The
reconstructed images effectiveness are considered are
on parameters such as total number of colors present
in secret image. Operations performed on decryption
side. Execution time for running the techniques and
recovered images is lossy or not. The dimension of
the image used in this experiment and applying the
proposed techniques with high dimension images can
also be analyzed. These techniques can be extended
to general extended visual cryptography.
In chaos based visual cryptography the pixel position
are used to generate the shares. This is done by using
chaotic mapping where pixel values along with pixel
positions are used.
In visual cryptography schemes sometimes fake
shares can be inserted and remain a challenge. To
avoid this XOR based visual cryptography
schemewas proposed. To enhance the security these
shares can be again encrypted by conventional
encryption algorithms. These shares can be easily be
retrieved at receiver side with fast execution and
minimal peak signal noise ratio. Some visual
cryptography watermarking technique is used for
security. The public key cryptography like RSA
algorithm is used for encrypting the image shares.
This is for transmitting image shares more securely.

The extended block in the share will choose any of
the patterns in the figure .This visual cryptography
can hide more than one secret but contrast loss,
security is issue. It have limits because here the image
shares are square type the rotation angle is 0, 90,180,
270 only. Some changes in multiple secret sharing
were done to overcome the limitation such as
recursive visual cryptography. In recursive visual
cryptography system images is made into shares and
sub shares based on recursion. The security can be
enhanced using recursion.
In the below tree representation of 2 out 2 visual
cryptography system with recursion it involves two
levels of encryption. S which is reconstructed by
stacking shares in many ways
S = I1 + I2
S = I1 + I21 + I22
S = I2 + I11 + I12
S = I11 + I12 + I21 + I22

Fig.6:Two level of encryption for constructing Shares
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The VCS using the many levels of encryption, the
reliability and security can be improved. Here the
first share is encrypted and second shares level is also
again encrypted.
In segment based VC hiding message using numbers
with seven segment display. The main importance in
seven segment display the symbols are easily
recognizable. The segment in seven segment display
represented as Sn. The shares have no idea of hidden
secret digit.
At the decryption side of visual cryptography the
image shares are superimposed one with the other to
recover the hidden secret image. There is XOR-based
and OR-based VC. The shares which are produced
based on OR-based VC where the pixel based which
was used earlier. This is used because the
reconstructed images are recovered from less number
of shares. The quality of image is not degraded. Later
when more shares started using the reconstructed
image becomes darker. In XOR-based VC(Wu
&Sun,2013) where the shares are superimposed to
produce a good quality image. The XOR-based VC
are commonly used logical operations at the receiver
side.
Techni
que

Bitbased
VC
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VC
Extend
ed VC
Progres
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VC
Multipl
e Image
VC
Segmen
t based
VC
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VC
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-

2

2

m
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O(1)

1

n

nil

-

-

1

2

nil

-

-

intensity will affect the security. The time required
for execution during the decryption must be small. So
reducing the pixel expansion and contrast loss is
important in visual cryptography. The strength of
these techniques must be justified against histogram
analysis, structural similarity index and bit error rate
etc .Bit error rate is ratio between number of bit
transmitted and received. Structural similarity index
is the measure to find the alteration of structural
information held by interdependent closed pixels and
value lies between -1 to 1 .This helps about the
objects in visual scene. Some of the images for
transmission requires on the security aspect. The
spatial image of region which have implications on
security of a country. The threats can happen on both
ways. The visual cryptography has various
applications one is biometric privacy. The fingerprint
and Iris are commonly used security feature for
person. Visual cryptographic techniques are used to
store and safe access into the official space and work.
In probabilistic VC the pixel expansion is focused
which is arising from the pixel based VC. The
contrast in the recovered secret image is same as that
of pixel based. Each of the pixelsrepresent an image
stored in computer as 1 bit number and common pixel
format is the byte image where number stored as 8-bit
ranging from 0 to 255.In intensity histogram pixel in
the image at different intensity value. Some intrinsic
characteristics of the image such as bulk data capacity
and correlation in pixels traditional encryption like
DES and IDEA not used. In flip-based visual
cryptographic scheme two shares are encrypted into
2-dual based purpose shares where secret image is
recovered from 2 transparencies. By flipping the one
of 2 shares and binding with other share, second
secret image is recovered. This scheme has optimal
contrast and no pixel expansion.

Computat
ional
Complexi
ty
-

-

Naor and Shamir proposed visual cryptography
scheme. Initially the scheme was (2 ,2)-visual
cryptography technique where 2-out-2 shares are
reconstructed with the original image. The once
which are shares are encrypted shares. The shares
which are single cannot expose information in secret
image. In each pixel can be expanded into many subpixels. It will have m sub-pixels after expansion.
The (k,n)-visual cryptography technique the color
image and gray scale images by lattice based concept.
The color images with C distinct colors shared using
this technique. The (k,n) concept for color image
have C subset in the finite lattice considered as pixels
which corresponds to shares. The Naor and Shamir
technique extended using linear programming for
increasing the color contrast of the resultant images.
The improved security feature in extended visual
cryptography by having the shares meaningful. The
image shares are embedded by cover image to
prevent the chaos created by something in secret
image. The binary images where 2 white and 2 black
sub pixel block and black pixel from cover images

Table 1: Different VC comparison based on parameters

The table represents the comparison between
different visual cryptography. When the secret image
reconstruction happens the black pixels in shares
representing white pixels affect contrast loss. The size
of shares used for generated by pixel based VC is
directly proportional to the sub-pixels number in
reconstructed image is termed as pixel expansion.
The image reconstructed and having pixel expansion
then size will be bigger for secret image which
requires more storage space. The change in pixel
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expanded to one white and three black sub pixels.
When images are recovered block which correspond
to black have 4 black sub pixels and block which
points to white the final image as one white and three
black pixels. The contrast lost by shares half the
percent of image and recovered image by 75%.
The extended visual cryptography technique was
improved by taking pixel from original image. These
shares have 5 white and 7 black pixels of cover image
accordingly. The block is 3x3 sub pixels in share
images.
In gray scale images where Chang proposed the
technique where size of the image shares does not
change as per the color changes in image.
The proposed techniques where k,n visual
cryptography technique for color and gray-scale
images uses half-toning technique .These will reduce
the contrast of the color image.
The threshold visual cryptography proposed by Chao
and Lin using CMY color decomposition. The 24 bits
true color original image is changed into 3 bit CMY
halftone image. The 3 bit halftone image is made into
2 x 2 block which is based on concept of vectors. All
pixels of 3 bits halftone C-M-Y images which are
processed and the image shares are constructed. 2 out
of 3 image shares construct the original image. The
disadvantage of this technique is that resultant secret
image is noisy and lossy in nature.
The other halftone visual cryptography proposed in
where making m colored halftone image shares. The
quality of image is high with less noise.
The k,n visual cryptography technique based on
qualified subsets where any subset group G shares
images with m persons share each a distinct secret. Its
said that every subset is qualified. The constructed
subset will have minimal pixel expansion and good
contrast.
The proposed extended visual cryptography
algorithm for 4 colored images as input and
constructs any 3 images which are related to images
given as input. During the stacking the 3 images are
binded to get fourth image. The size is the same
during decryption and the constructed image shares
are meaningful.
Lou proposed a method in which visual cryptography
can be used by using a watermark where this can be
developed using a secret and public image. A
certified authority registers with secret image. Using
XOR operation the watermark is developed. The
proposed (3,3) and (2,2)- extended visual
cryptography for sharing secret images its extension
of traditional visual cryptography. The gray-scale
covers are embedded into them. The binding of
shares reveals original image.
Shyong and Ming proposed integer linear
programming for (k,n) VCS. The generalized visual
cryptography system helps with minimal optimal
expansion. In this a generalized integer linear
programming constructs general visual cryptography
visual system.

A (2,2) circular visual cryptography for binary
images. The technique is that m secret image can be
stored in circular plate at a time. Then shares are
created. First share in small dimension and second
share in bigger dimension (double) than first share.
The first share is binded with share 1 of second secret
image having dimensions bigger than first secret.
Again the share 2 is constructed by combining 3rd
image with first two images and the method continues
until secret image are encapsulated in grid. This is
turn into a circular plate until final shares are
constructed. Decryption of image starts when largest
dimensions is extracted firstly followed by the image
which is half the dimension until the method is
continued secret image is found out. As seen the
explanation its clear about that the proposed
algorithm can handle the images of various categories
and images. The sizes of image also based in the
encryption phase.
In the context of cryptography security in extended
visual cryptography system the conflict by dissolving
the multiple images to retrieve the original image
from the given images This may spoil the result as a
part of quantization error where the information from
the sheet and target can interact with each other
because of high frequency of conflict. But human
high level visual system retains only ability to
understand the image recovered from originals. This
will become the schemenot secure. These can be
addressed by experimenting on the contrast
enhancement and analyzing the image quality
resulting output images. The security based on the
image where the trade-off between contrast
enhancement and the security of the images. The
extend to this scheme to color images where color
images separated in channels of primary colors
red,green,blue which can be treated as independent
gray scale for each color channel.
In a very naive approach, the system applies the
encryption to each channel and merges the result to
get the colored output. Under the ideal subtractive
color mixing model, stacking the two colored sheets
reveals the colored target1. In reality, however, such
ideal subtractive color mixture is unlikely due to the
properties of ink, transparencies, etc. It needs to
establish a sophisticated color mixing model for the
extended visual cryptography with better color
quality.
Visual cryptography helps to secure the shares of the
image. Particle swarm optimization algorithm is one
of the optimization algorithms which optimize the
value in the complete solution space. The particle
swarm optimization based on the size of cluster for
knowledge sharing in solution. In
local PSO the
solution the position of particle in local cluster and
differs from particle. In global iteration is performed
for updating of position of particle. Each particle
which is part of cluster are depicted as solution which
is optimize solution for new group of particles. In a
network every particle can be identified which can be
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a structure. In ring structure every adjacent particle
which decides the speed of network for deciding new
velocity. In cluster similar properties of particle are
communicated by particle head and it acts the root of
that cluster for the the individuals in that cluster. In a
big network the particles which depict the best
approach globally other than taking a local approach.
The encryption side in visual cryptography for the
shares. Other approach is differential evolution. The
differential evolution genes decide the design in
population It gives most relevant solution from a
complete solution. In an image the primary colors
like red green blue are chromosome. Here the new
images are formed from the same image using
existing images .Mutation in this images can helping
generation of new image.

cryptography with the properties of conventional
encryption of cryptography makes it harder to get the
image which is divided and stored the match with a
query. The original image is retrieved by
superimposing the random images in regular manner.
To decrease the time complexity multithread
approach is used. The individual encryption of
components in image (RGB) increases the
encryption. In visual cryptography the security is a
hard task. The pixel expansion reduction in pixel
expanded techniques can be optimized and improved
in some extent. The number of individuals increasing
the expansion spike exponential. The storage space,
the share transmission and the computation
complexity as a result.
A genetic algorithm which was proposed by Holland
in 1970.GAs is composed of chromosomes which
represent a solution for a problem. A genetic
algorithm uses solution for analyzing and best in the
evaluation searching. The reproduction, crossover
and mutation is the methods used by genetic
algorithm. The reproduction method uses the
chromosomes which is more durable is used in
solution for genetic operations. The crossover used
for exchanging the genes between two chromosomes
to develop offspring. The mutation method for
genetic alteration randomly. Therefore the genes
which are suitable for present solution to the problem
will happen in new solutions. The image half toning
in region of binary image higher density because of
the evenly distributed black pixels. The region
becomes denser due to the degree of blackness. The
probability of controlling the pixel in image help
without a pixel expansion. The decryption process in
visual cryptography where the human eyes can
understand the difference in the black and white
pixels from original image and superimposed image.
If change in the rules of encryption it will make a
difference in black and white spaces on the shares
which are not identical

Fig.6: RGB shares secured transmission using a key

The original image which is spitted into three shares
of RGB shares and encrypted. The encryption using a
visual cryptography technique and a secret key
generated by particle swarm optimization and
encrypted by any cryptographic algorithm. The
images are transmitted to the side of receiver. The
key which is generated using optimization algorithm.
In particle swarm optimization approach new images
are formed where if differential evolution used for
mutation of the particles. The values of color pixel
are separated as RGB and the values from 0 to 255
are normalized. The encryption which is done by
using best particle from resultant solution. The secret
key obtained from final solution is used for
encryption. The image shares are transmitted to
receiver. The encrypted shares which constitute RGB
colors are decrypted by the secret key and by
superimposing all the image shares we get original
image. Securing the sharing using the visual

Table 2: Probability for analyzing security and contrast
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These tables are example for probability setting for
good contrast and security. If changes are made in
probability setting in the encryption of the image
shares there will be a difference between black and
white shares. The shares FC01=S11 x P01+S21 x P02
+ S31 x P03 + S41 x P04 = 0.5 this shows the
probability that a white pixel is encrypted as black
pixel in S1 share. Here FC01=FC11=0.5 security is
ensured.
The FC is the probability where white pixel is
encrypted and binded as a black pixel on the stacked
share of forbidden set.
The contrast of stacked probability that a white pixel
encrypted and stacked as black pixel SS01 = S13 x
P01 + S23 x P02 + S33 x P03 + S43 x P04 =0.5 and
probability a black pixel is binded and encrypted as
black pixel is 1.The main objective is to find the
probability when contrast of stacked share is made
optimized. Chromosomes are made of series of real
numbers. The real parameter is used for avoiding the
loss in precision by encoding method. Binary
tournament selection method it picks two
chromosomes with fitness values and chromosome
with higher fitness value.
The visual cryptographic methods try to expand
pixels and each share size become larger than original
image. The distortion of shares also needs huge
space. This will be leading to the difficulty in
transmission of these shares and more requirements
for storage. The probability concept was used for
contrast issue for constructing an optimization model.

The table represents the performance in a system with
attacks. This explains about the PSNR measure which
is defined proportion of signals maximum availability
to that of noise. Mean square error is average error in
the occurrence in specific images. Correlation coefficient which have two variables after encryption it
will have higher correlation and identical when the
correlation is 1 .This represents the hiding of
information is failed .When the correlation coefficient
is 0 it show major difference from the characteristics
of original image.
In a digital watermarking method to get meaningful
number of shares generated and also achieves more
security. The water marking avoid active attack
because it will not give idea about the original image.
This method does not cause pixel expansion

Fig.8: Securing multiple image shares using digital
watermarking

The original image is tested with the watermarked
image. The optimal number of shares decided based
on the Structural similarity, Peak signal to noise ratio,
Mean Squared error. Mean squared error is done to
find if the two images are same. Peak signal ratio is
test for signal strength.Sometimes a possible attack
on a watermark image changes the behavior of image
this is identified by robustness of the image. When an
image is made into three colors by decomposition
C,M,Y . The digital watermarking to shares avoids
the identification about the original secret image.
In water marking algorithms the encoding of the
source image or text is done using a secret key. This
key is also used in the decoding side for gain the
information source. The above figure represents the
watermarking embedding scheme. A typical
watermarking algorithm must have properties of
capacity, imperceptibility and security. Capacity
means the number of bits a watermarking algorithm
can embed in source data.

Fig.7: Probability concept for different stacked shares

From observing the above figure, It is much secure
and it is easy to recognize the hidden information
from the stacked shares. While using the probability
model there is reconstruction of black pixels during
the stacking. This is done in four shares of images. In
the multiple images how much the probability model
help to optimize and produce good results must be
identified.

Table 3: Performance analysis of different standard test images
Survey on Multimedia Security and Visual Cryptography
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Fig.9 :Water marking encoding and decoding

The security depends where the watermarking can help protecting the source data. The other property is
robustness. This was about how watermark helps in preventing attacks. The robustness is important feature of
watermarking. The digital watermarking ishaving three phases creation of watermark, encoding phase and
decoding part for authentication. The meaningful shares that is generated for achieving the security. The
watermarked shares will avoid the noise or hackers from getting the original secret. In visual cryptography
multiple image secret sharing schemes watermarking system is used. In progressive visual cryptography for
meaningful shares and unexpanded shares the watermarking methodology is used for security. The optimization
algorithms involved in improving the performance and cost had helped to reduce the computation complexity
involved in decryption side.
The evolution and improvement of different visual cryptography schemes is illustrated in table.

Table 4: Abbreviation used in Table 5
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Table 5: Different type of visual cryptographic techniques

being available and developed over the years. The
amount of data that is transferred through network is
huge. The concern for secure transmission of data is
biggest challenge. The method to protect the
multimedia data from unauthorized person is a threat
for the distribution and major disadvantage for the
business related to IT industry. The images that are
used for encryption during the transmission require
security with less decryption time. This will help for
less computation complexity and also the cost of
implementation of visual secret sharing scheme in a
large network. There are many visual secret sharing

IV. CONCLUSION
In the network we discuss about the different type of
attack. The attack which is very unable to trace is
passive attack. This does not require any software or
any algorithm for gaining the information. The
amount of data especially multimedia data which is
transmitted through network has a amount of loss due
to the various factors which was discussed in this
paper. This paper also discuss about visual
cryptography. After analyzing from table there are
more number of visual secret sharing schemes are
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